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READING LISTS

This Handy Chart
Automatically

Generates a Pitch
for Your New Novel

Feeling stuck? We help you skip the writing
and go straight to the press release

Electric Lit relies on contributions f rom our readers to help make

literature more exciting, relevant , and inclusive. Please support our

work by becoming a member today, or making a one-time

donation here.

.

he most important part of a novel isn’t the plot, the

characters, or the language. It’s the elevator pitch. That

one-sentence descriptor is how you sell the book to publishers,
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readers, and big Hollywood producers willing to shell out

megabucks. But how do you generate a killer pitch—especially when

you don’t have a novel yet? Well, your best bet might be to pay a

professional publicist. Until now.

The Electric Literature auto-publicist pitch generator does all that

work for you—and it’s easy to use! If you’re Beyoncé, for instance:

first of all, welcome, we’re glad you read the site. Second of all, you

would look up “b” in column A, “e” in column B, “y” in column C,

“o” in column D, and so forth, and then plug them into the

sentence below. The result: “A keenly observed war epic about an

overbearing mistress’s quest to grapple with her sexless marriage.”

We can’t wait to read it, Ms. Carter-Knowles!

If you run out of letters in your first name, move on to your last—

so, for example, Vin Diesel would write “a passionate story about an

unlucky mother’s failure to explore her writer’s block.” Or you could

just spell out whatever word comes to mind. (The first seven letters

of “Electric Lit” give you “an erotic noir about an agoraphobic

daughter’s expedition to circumvent her political apathy.”)
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Searching for
Solace in Queer
Poetry
When I feel alienated from my family or myself,

I turn to the words of other people like me
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MORE LIKE THIS

Prepare Your Hot Takes for 2019 with this Handy Chart
Planning to write more cultural criticism in the new year? We’ve made it easy for you
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Write Your “Leaving New York” Essay With Our Handy Chart

Your post Big Apple future and the inevitable masterpiece of navel gazing you'll write about it are

INFOGRAPHICS

Plan Your Tony Award-Winning Musical With Our Handy
Chart
Use your initials to generate a can't-miss theatrical event
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Your post-Big Apple future—and the inevitable masterpiece of navel-gazing you ll write about it—are

hidden in the letters of your name

JUL 10 - ELECTRIC LITERATURE

Contribute to
Electric Lit

Help keep the
lights on

Support our mission to make

literature more exciting,

relevant, and inclusive.

DONATE

Electric Literature is a 501(c)(3) non-profit

organization founded in 2009. Our mission is

to amplify the power of storytelling with

digital innovation, and to ensure that

literature remains a vibrant presence in

popular culture by supporting writers,

embracing new technologies, and building

community to broaden the audience for

literature.
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